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M I S S I O N  S T A T E M E N T

Saint Michael’s Army, Inc is committed to serving those who serve us. Together
we will advocate, support, and financially assist as many Law Enforcement
Families as possible, in regards to all aspects of their demanding schedules. We
will create realistic avenues that alleviate the every day stressors for the
average blue line family, working towards the betterment of both the mental
and financial health of our police officers. We will work to support our
officers to remove the grey areas on behalf of the Thin Blue Line. 

W H A T  W E  D O

Police Officers working in today's climate are faced with more
complexity and pressure than ever before. Created by police families
FOR police families, SMA strives to carry out a new mission unlike any
other charity organization yet has. By helping relieve the exterior
everyday stressors of their most common issues, Officers can then
spend more time focusing on finding the strength to tackle the
interior work-related deeper problems they face each day. 

SMA provides simplistic, realistic, and fast solutions to
the everyday police officer and their families needing
financial or mental health assistance. 

WHAT HAS CHANGED AND HOW DO WE HELP?

Due to the constant and new age patterns of divisive social media
usage, covid/vaccine issues/mandates, and overall nonstop criticism
officers battle nearly each day, we are losing more and more of our
good policemen and women across the nation. 
Officer suicide is at an all-time high, as well as resignations from their
positions. 
Most officers we have spoken with who have made a decision to leave
these departments stated that they wish they did not have to. The
passion does not go away. These changes, along with the lack of their
own left to support the ones still on duty have created a substantial
increase in both the risks and pressures of an already exhausting and
thankless career.
 Knowing that we are facing such hard and challenging times, police
recruits are also at an all-time low. We are running out of people
willing to make the needed sacrifices to protect us and our families.
Your support and donation will assist these families DIRECTLY.

Through a stress free, simple process, officers and those who love
them can apply for anything they need to feel supported or get help
with the issues they often face alone in silence. From there our board
selects those we are able to help and provides IMMEDIATE assistance. 

Thank you for considering assisting us on this mission. 
-Ashley and Bryan Travers

 President and Vice President


